Plasticity in central representations in the inferior colliculus induced by chronic single- vs. two-channel electrical stimulation by a cochlear implant after neonatal deafness.
The goal of this research is to examine the functional consequences of patterned electrical stimulation delivered by a cochlear implant in the deafened developing auditory system. In previous electrophysiological experiments conducted in the inferior colliculus (IC), we have demonstrated that the precise cochleotopic organization of the central nucleus (ICC) develops normally in neonatally deafened unstimulated cats and is unaltered despite the lack of normal auditory input during development. However, these studies also showed that chronic electrical stimulation delivered at a single intracochlear location by one bipolar channel of a cochlear implant induces significant expansion of the central representation of the stimulated cochlear sector and degrades the cochleotopic organization of the IC. This report presents additional data from a new experimental series of neonatally deafened cats that received chronic stimulation on two adjacent bipolar intracochlear channels of a cochlear implant. Results suggest that competing inputs elicited by electrical stimulation delivered by two adjacent channels can maintain the selective representations of each activated cochlear sector within the central auditory system and prevent the expansion seen after single-channel stimulation. Alternating stimulation of two channels and use of highly controlled electrical signals may be particularly effective in maintaining or even sharpening selectivity of central representations of stimulated cochlear sectors. In contrast, simultaneous stimulation using two channels of a model analog cochlear implant processor in one experimental animal failed to maintain channel selectivity and resulted in marked expansion and fusion of the central representations of the stimulated channels. This potentially important preliminary result suggests that under some conditions the central auditory system may be unable to discriminate simultaneous, overlapping inputs from adjacent cochlear implant channels as distinct.